How to Create a More Profitable Warehouse

**Improve Order Picking**
Increase efficiency - lower costs

- 50% of a DC’s labor is spent picking and packing! We’ll show you how to reduce this cost.
  - Eliminate paper-based order release
  - Pick multiple orders at the same time
  - Implement cartonization pick to carton logic
  - Reduce secondary touches

**Gain a 35-50% Productivity Boost with Multimodal Picking**

- Voice with Hands Free Barcode Scanning - **Benefits:**
  - Easy to learn - no voice training
  - Reduces labor by 35 to 50%
  - Single touch pick and pack process
  - Validate picking in a single task
  - Increase accuracy to 99.99%

**The true cost of Errors**

- Do you have weekly customer shipping order accuracy complaints?
- Errors kill customer experience and retention.
- A single error can cost $250 or more! Three per week amounts to $40,000 per year.
Move to Smart Batch Picking Software

◊ RDS™ optimizes batch picking and processes 12 or more orders using the **shortest travel path**

Costly Problems in Pack-and-Ship

◊ Are you missing order **shipping deadlines**?
◊ Are operators performing repetitive manual packing tasks?
◊ Running low on **floor space**?
◊ Too reliant on **temp workers**?
◊ Unable to handle daily peak or seasonal order volume surges?

Automate the DC’s Last 100’ to Streamline Pack-and-Ship

◊ **In-line Scan-Weigh-Dim and Print and Apply Labeling** automates manifesting while eliminating manual packing labor

**BENEFITS**

• Single operator does the work of **5+ people**
• Eliminate **bottlenecks** in pack-and-ship

Numina Group streamlines and automates entire order fulfillment operations deploying the latest warehouse automation technologies.

◊ A united and automated order fulfillment operation results in a **low labor 100% to 200% productivity boost**.
◊ Achieve **99.99% accuracy** while generating a rapid **ROI**

**Contact us today to start creating your profitable distribution center – 630-343-2600**